TO: Joel Bloom, Chair
Undergraduate Council

FROM: Simon Bott
Academic Policies and Procedures Subcommittee

SUBJECT Subcommittee Report March 12th, 2007

DATE: March 10th, 2007

Committee members participating in the discussions (including email communication): Rebecca Achée Thornton, Nancy Graves, Norma Olvera, Charles Peters, Maria Soliño, and Simon Bott.

The committee approved without more than editorial modification, the following documents:

UC 9721 08S: Engineering Transfer Admission Requirements

Some typographical clarification: Points 3 and 6, move the superscript 1 to end of sentence

UC 9722 08S: Mechanical Engineering program GPA Requirements

Some typographical clarification: insert the word "additional" before 3000-level in 2nd Para.

UC 9723 08S: Formal Science Requirement

UC 9734 08S: "W grade" as a penalty for Academic Dishonesty